
ADDITIONAL AGENDA ITEMS 

FLORIDA INLAND NAVIGATION DISTRICT 
Board of Commissioners Meeting 

9:00 a.m., Friday, April 20, 2018 
The Hilton Garden Inn 

55 Town Center Boulevard  
City of Palm Coast (Flagler County), FL 32164-2387 

Additional Agenda Item 18-A.  Approval of the Low-Bid for a North-Boundary Fence at 
Dredged Material Management Area IR-14, Indian River 
County, FL.  

Staff solicited and received three (3) bids for the establishment of a commercial-grade, vinyl-
coated fence along the north boundary of Dredged Material Management Area (DMMA) IR-14 in 
Indian River County. Approximately 1300 linear feet of fence will be erected along the north 
boundary to assist with property control and limit site access. The apparent low bidder, David 
Barton Fence & Wall, LLC., has successfully completed numerous other District projects.  
(Please see back up pages A3-A15) 

RECOMMEND: Approval of the low bid in the amount of $29,028.00 David Barton Fence 
& Wall, LLC., for a new fence along the north boundary of DMMA IR-14, 
Indian River County, FL.   

Additional Agenda Item 18-B.  Approval of the Low-Bid for Specialty Clearing Services 
Along Fence Lines at 11 District Dredged Material 
Management Areas.  

The District is in need of specialized clearing, primarily along fence lines, at the flowing sites:  
DMMA’s DU-2; DU-6; SJ-14; SJ-20; SJ-29, FL-8; BV-2C; BV-4B; IR-2; SL-2 and Material 
Storage Area (MSA) 641A. The sites are located in Duval, St. Johns, Brevard, Indian River and 
Palm Beach counties. Staff consistently receives complaints and calls from neighbors and 
concerned citizens about overgrown vegetation along the District’s fence lines. Following this 
specialized clearing, the areas will be mowed for future maintenance.  

Staff solicited and received three (3) bids for required specialty clearing.  (A more detailed project 
description is included in the bid package included in the back-up material). The apparent low 
bidder, A Quality Bushog Service, Inc., has successfully completed numerous other District 
projects and is currently the District’s mowing contractor for most of the listed sites.   
(Please see back up pages A16-A37) 

RECOMMEND: Approval of the low bid in the amount of $45,000.00 from A Quality 
Bushog Services, Inc., LLC., for specialty clearing at eleven (11) District 
sites.   
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Additional Agenda Item 18-C. Waterway Assistance Program Project Review: Miami 
Marine Stadium Basin 

The Miami Marine Stadium Basin, located on Virginia Key, was constructed in 1963 as the first 
stadium purpose-built for boat racing. The facility was closed in 1992, and the basin has since 
become popular among boaters, rowers, kayakers, and naturalist. It is also a safe anchorage for 
vessels traveling the IWW and to the Bahamas. Currently, the basin is being utilized for the 
annual Miami Boat Show, an annual triathlon, and it is expected to soon see the return of boat 
racing.  
With all these activities occurring, there are potential conflicts within the Miami Marine Stadium 
basin.  The City of Miami recently decided to abandon its plans for a designated mooring field in 
the basin and is seeking other options to limit/eliminate anchoring in the basin.  

To date, FIND has contributed a total of $3,106,687.50 of funding to projects in the basin 
through the Waterways Assistance Program (WAP). These include: 
Completed WAP Projects (total = $1,027,818.50) 
DA-MI-09-112 Marine Stadium Marina Seawall Replacement - Phase I $17,000 
DA-MI-12-138 Marine Stadium Marina Seawall Replacement - Phase II $618,618.50 
DA-11-133 Marine Stadium Park Shoreline Stabilization (Miami-Dade County) $392,200 

Current WAP Projects (total = $750,000 + 2018 request for $1,250,000) 
DA-MI-15-183 Marine Stadium Baywalk - Phase II $500,000 
DA-MI-16-199 Miami Marine Stadium In-Water Structure Assessment PHI $250,000 

Other WAP Projects on Virginia Key (total = $1,328,869) 
DA-MI-13-153 Virginia Key Seawall & kayak Launch - Ph I $37,500 
DA-MI-17-212 Virginia Key Seawall, Dock & Kayak Launch, PH II $1,230,869 
DA-MI-16-205 Virginia Key Boat Launch and Trailer Parking, PH I $60,500 

In addition, the City has submitted a 2018 WAP request for the Virginia Key Boat Ramp PH 
II at Miami Marine Stadium in the amount of $1,250,000. 
This record of support demonstrates that FIND has a longstanding interest and commitment to 
assist with appropriate public use of the Marine Stadium Basin.  Additionally, FIND is 
positioned to potentially provide an important financial role in assisting with long-planned 
redevelopment of the Miami Marine Stadium. However, decisions by the City could affect the 
past and future Waterways Assistance Program (WAP) projects in this area. Commissioner 
Crowley has requested that this issue be reviewed and discussed by the FIND Board with regards 
to whether certain actions contemplated by the City: (a) may trigger the need for FIND to seek 
reimbursement of grant funds for past projects, and/or (b) may impact FIND’s legal ability or 
interest in funding present and future projects within the basin. Commissioner Crowley would 
also like to discuss the scope of FIND’s participation in any potential legislative initiatives which 
seek to restrict use and anchoring of the basin. 
 (Please see back up pages A38-A-54) 
RECOMMEND: (This item is presented for Board review and discussion only. Board action 

may develop from the anticipated discussion.) 
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Completed WAP Projects (total = $1,027,818.50)
#1 DA-MI-09-112 Marine Stadium Marina Seawall Replacement - Phase I $17,000
#2 DA-MI-12-138 Marine Stadium Marina Seawall Replacement - Phase II $618,618.50
#3 DA-11-133  Marine Stadium Park Shoreline Stabilization (Miami-Dade County) $392,200
Current WAP Projects (total = $750,000)
#4 DA-MI-15-183 Marine Stadium Baywalk - Phase II $500,000
#5 DA-MI-16-199 Miami Marine Stadium In-Water Structure Assessment PHI $250,000
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4/17/2018 Mooring field plan for Miami Marine Stadium basin is scratched | Miami Herald

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article204238204.html 1/8

SOUTH FLORIDA

As rowers and boaters clash, Miami rethinks future of
marine stadium lagoon

BY LINDA ROBERTSON
lrobertson@miamiherald.com

March 09, 2018 07:00 AM
Updated March 08, 2018 10:27 PM

Conflicts have gotten so nasty at the Miami Marine Stadium basin that the driver of a motorboat
recently brandished his gun at rowers in a racing shell. He was making waves, and they asked him
to stop creating a wake that could capsize their slim craft.

“It’s dangerous out there,” said Roger Bernstein, a rower who packs an oar instead of a pistol
when he’s out on the water. “You’ve got the illegally anchored boats, the junk boats and the
hotshots throwing wakes.

“But we are hopeful everything can be reconciled in an intelligent way.”
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The basin, located off the Rickenbacker Causeway in Virginia Key, is a breathtaking but often
chaotic body of water. The city of Miami and the people who use the lagoon are engaged in
discussions about how to better regulate activities while preserving the beauty of the place.

Today's top news by email

The local news you need to start your day

Enter Email Address

One polarizing proposal — a plan by the city to establish a 45-boat mooring field in the middle of
the basin — was withdrawn from the commission meeting agenda Thursday by Commissioner Ken
Russell, who scratched it not only because of the problematic and expensive details but because
it’s not in the Virginia Key Master Plan.

Opponents of the mooring field, who created the Virginia Key Alliance, were relieved, but realize
they have their work cut out for them in devising orderly coexistence by basin users.
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“It has to be safe, regulated and available to the public,” said Bernstein, who is also a boater. “As
an outgrowth of the mooring field debate, we’re actually developing a decent working relationship
with the city. For the first time we have a citizen group working creatively with administration to
figure this out for the good of Virginia Key.”

The basin can get crowded. It is home to the Miami Rowing Club, MAST Academy and the
fenced-off, graffiti-covered marine stadium, closed since Hurricane Andrew in 1992 and
perpetually awaiting renovation. The Bill Sadowski Critical Wildlife Area is adjacent to the basin,
so it is home to manatees and dolphins, too.

For a week every winter (plus multiple weeks for setup and deconstruction), the Miami
International Boat Show moves in and installs floating docks. The basin is used by 700
recreational watersports athletes — rowers, dragon boat teams, kayakers, paddleboarders,
triathletes. There’s also a marina at its mouth, so motorboats and jet skis often intrude on the
space used by those with paddles and oars. A couple of dozen sailboats are anchored in the
middle, some sailed by legitimate skippers, some with irresponsible owners that end up as derelict
boats — abandoned or partially submerged eyesores and navigational hazards. Sewage dumping
and seagrass damage by those boats are problems the city wants to solve.

But the mooring field idea didn’t prove to be a viable solution. For one thing, it would not have
prevented the continued anchoring of junk boats on its perimeter; it just would have made the
basin a larger parking lot for boats.

After the city said there were no alternatives, the Virginia Key Alliance commissioned local
attorney Byron Flagg to research local, state and maritime law and he came up with plenty,
explained cogently in three-page and nine-page memos.

“There are at least six different ways to control the anchoring,” Bernstein said. “We need to
discuss how to add a no-wake zone, how to restrict motor traffic, how to remove the pile of
derelict crap in the center, prevent other derelicts from entering and where to locate the transient
boats and how to provide mandatory pumpout service for them.”

Flagg suggests the city consult with the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission on a
provision in state law and pursue an amendment that would give the basin a special designation as
a “Limited Anchorage Area.” The statute identifies sections of Biscayne Bay between the Venetian
Islands and the Sunset Islands as such areas.
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“Local governments have at their disposal authority in current state statutes to regulate aspects of
navigation, unpermitted anchoring, derelict vessels and vessels ‘at risk’ of becoming derelict,”
Flagg wrote. “There are several Florida statutes that provide authority to local governments to do
things that can have immediate results.”

Said Bernstein: “The best way would be passing an amendment at the state level. Everything else
is a partial fix and the hit and miss of selective enforcement.”

The basin is in for more traffic soon. A weekend of powerboat and personal watercraft racing
called the Miami Grand Prix of the Sea is tentatively scheduled for April 21-22, marking the
return of racing at the marine stadium for the first time in 28 years. Seating would be erected in
the parking lot.

“Reaching speeds in excess of 70 mph, the return of powerboat and jet ski racing to the Miami
Marine Stadium is sure to bring back warm memories for many Miami residents whilst also
capturing the imagination of a whole new audience who have never seen such a spectacle on
Miami waters before,” says the P1 AquaX website.

The Coast Guard is reviewing how to regulate the event and has asked for public comment.
Among those opposed is rower Joyce Landry.

“The area has become a sanctuary and breeding ground for Great Blue Heron, dolphins,
manatees, rays, tarpon and other wildlife,” she said. “The basin should be preserved for passive
water sports only.”

SUGGESTED FOR YOU
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MIAMI-DADE COUNTY

Everybody wants a piece of Virginia Key. Will Miami
ever stop trying to cash in?

BY LINDA ROBERTSON
lrobertson@miamiherald.com

February 01, 2018 04:22 PM
Updated February 02, 2018 05:04 PM

Poor Virginia Key. Always up for grabs.

Can the barrier island fend off the latest gambit to cash in on its beauty?

A formerly quashed proposal to open a mooring field for 49 yachts in the Miami Marine Stadium
basin is back, riling rowers, dragon boaters, paddleboarders, kayakers, triathletes and nature lovers
who say a parking lot in the blue lagoon is incompatible with its purpose as an oasis for
recreational water sports, dolphins and birds.
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The city of Miami also wants to expand a launching area now reserved for non-motorized vessels
into a triple-wide motorboat ramp, accompanied by a 90-space parking lot for trailers.

Help us deliver journalism that makes a difference in our community.

Our journalism takes a lot of time, effort, and hard work to produce. If you read and enjoy our
journalism, please consider subscribing today.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

In addition, a plan to build a boat ramp over a wild turtle-nesting beach at the North Point
mountain-biking trailhead plus an adjacent 200-space parking lot is still lurking, alarming cyclists,
wildlife conservationists and paddlers who frequent Jimbo’s Lagoon.
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Miami Marine Stadium basin, where the city is proposing to add a mooring field which would interfere with the
rowers who use the basin and the natural wildlife area surrounding it. Members of the Miami Rowing Club return
after practicing in the basin where they navigate around temporary pilings and docks set up for the Miami
International Boat Show on Tuesday, Jan. 30, 2018.
CARL JUSTE - cjuste@miamiherald.com

The city’s ideas for monetizing Virginia Key parkland are being raised against the backdrop of the
Miami International Boat Show, a marine sales extravaganza that grows more massive each winter
since it moved from Miami Beach in 2016. The Feb. 15-19 event — which boasts on its website
that “The five biggest days in boating just got bigger!” — begins setup in December, driving
pilings into the bay bottom, installing 900 wet slips and 270,000 square feet of floating docks
across the water and erecting convention-center sized tents on land. It’s not removed until March,
which means the boat show monopolizes that space for nearly four prime months per year.
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“Virginia Key is a jewel, unique in its proximity to the urban core,” said Leah Kinnaird, a member
of the Save Our Sisters dragon boat team. “It’s a playground for Miami. Let’s take care of it rather
than chip away at it.”

Teams race during the Miami International Dragon Boat Festival at the Miami Rowing Club on Virginia Key,
Saturday, Nov. 9, 2013. About a dozen teams from as far away as Italy took part in the race in which paddlers follow
the rhythm of a drummer seated at the bow of the dragon-decorated boats.
DANIEL BOCK - Miami Herald file photo

So what, exactly, is the vision for Virginia Key? The 1,000-acre island with breathtaking views of
Biscayne Bay and the downtown skyline is home to beaches, a nature preserve, two marinas, a
sewage treatment plant, a landfill, MAST Academy, Seaquarium, the University of Miami’s
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, a National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration station and the historic, abandoned, graffiti-covered marine stadium. The
Rickenbacker Causeway is popular with cyclists and runners and its sandy shoreline is popular
with swimmers, waders and picnickers.
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Former Mayor Manny Diaz declared that Virginia Key should be Miami’s Central Park. But there’s
an unrelenting tug of war between its users and commercial development forces.

“The problem is that the city hires a consultant first and makes decisions behind doors, and then
when the citizens find out what’s been planned undercover, there’s friction,” said Gary Milano,
vice chair of the Virginia Key Advisory Board that was created to channel public input. Milano, a
former habitat restoration specialist for the county, is also a steward of the key’s carefully crafted
master plan. “What’s important is comprehensive planning — not trying to rush things through to
make money.”

The master plan emphasizes environmental sensitivity and public access, but Miami Rowing Club
member Joyce Landry worries that the city is constantly tempted to circumvent it. The city has
already allocated $750,000 for design of the mooring field, which isn’t allowed under the master
plan. The plan also called for the creation of a green flex park in the marine stadium parking lot.
There would be a public boathouse, a soccer field, picnic benches. It could have been a cool
waterfront space — the type you’d see in Brooklyn, Portland, Detroit or Toronto. Instead, the city
spent $20 million black-topping the vast barren lot and installing electrical, plumbing and
drainage infrastructure for the boat show.

“Everybody is trying to get a piece of this place,” said Landry, who spearheaded the defeat of a
huge $100 million marina development plan in 2016. “The designs we see are always out of scale
and dominated by concrete. It’s a shame that the priority to make this a beautiful area for the
people has not come to fruition. We imagine the city of Miami looking across the bay and
scheming, ‘Hmmm, what can we build over there next?’ ”
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Miami Marine Stadium basin, where the city is proposing to add a mooring field which would interfere with the
rowers who use the basin and the natural wildlife area surrounding it. Members of the Miami Rowing Club return
after practicing in the basin where they navigate around temporary pilings and docks set up for the Miami
International Boat Show on Tuesday, Jan. 30, 2018.
CARL JUSTE - cjuste@miamiherald.com

Daniel Rotenberg, director of Miami’s Department of Real Estate and Asset Management, argues
that the city does want citizen input while balancing its budget needs by making the most of its
properties when feasible. He pointed out that the size of the mooring field has been cut in half.

Landry met her fellow rowers for their usual 5:30 a.m. practice Tuesday. They had to launch
around the boat show piers, which extend 100 yards farther east than they did last year. They had
to alter their route as well to get around the piers that cover a third of the 300-yard wide basin.
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Out on the water, the rowers were greeted by herons and ospreys. Dolphins often swim and leap
alongside the rowers in a playful race. When the rowers cut through a school of fish, stragglers
sometimes jump into their laps. Manatees amble through the lagoon, too. As the sun rose,
painting a pink arc over the treeline and illuminating the glass towers of the skyline, the rowers
leaned over their oars and paused to catch their breath.

“The kind of morning when you truly appreciate living in Miami,” said club member Sunny
McLean. “No better spot to be than here.”

The boat show presents a temporary obstacle. The rowers dread that a mooring field, with boats
up to 60 feet long tethered in the middle of the basin, will create a permanent one. They’re
concerned that motorboats, Jet Skis and water taxis — and their wakes — will create a safety
hazard.

They are practicing in quads, but the eights need even more space, have wide turning radiuses
and need to race abreast.

Aside from the 300 adult and youth members of the rowing club, the basin is used by school
crews from Ransom Everglades, 200 members of three dragon boat teams, 200 members of the
Kana Lui Outrigger Canoe Club, 90 members of a paddleboarding club, plus triathletes who
practice swimming and other paddleboarders and kayakers who seek the flat water of the lagoon.

“Our oars are very long, we’re facing backwards, we have to account for currents and we need
room for human error,” said rower Chris McAliley. “This is the only place in Miami where we can
practice passive water sports. Power boaters don’t really know the passive boat community. We’re
in very light and vulnerable sculls. To put a mooring field and boat ramp in here — it’s not a good
mix.”

The city counters that the basin is already a congregating space for dozens of boats that anchor
there for free. A mooring field would not only allow the city to collect rent but would enable it to
regulate the basin population, reduce seagrass damage caused by dragging anchors, grounded
boats and derelict boats, and prevent discharge of sewage by providing a pump-out facility.

VIRGINIA KEY IS A JEWEL, UNIQUE IN ITS PROXIMITY TO THE URBAN CORE. IT’S A PLAYGROUND FOR MIAMI. LET’S
TAKE CARE OF IT RATHER THAN CHIP AWAY AT IT.

Leah Kinnaird, a member of the Save Our Sisters dragon boat team

“
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The city also wants to address a chronic shortage of ramp space by enlarging the one next to the
marine stadium, which skeptics say will create traffic problems on the Rickenbacker for left-
turning vehicles towing trailers.

Mooring field opponents say the city should not compromise the environmental fragility of the
area by adding traffic and pollution and should simply block the mouth of the basin.

“Place a line of buoys and forbid any anchoring,” McLean said. “Why do wealthy or transient
motorboat and yacht owners who can use marinas have higher priority than the constituents who
use the basin daily? We’re always talking about making Miami a world-class city, wooing Amazon.
People want blue and green space.”

The questions persist for poor, exploited Virginia Key. What’s to become of the empty stadium
and what operator would want to take it over if it can’t be used for four of the nicest months of
the year because of the boat show? If the city can clear out the squatter boats anchored in the
basin during the boat show, why can’t it be clear year round? Will the flex park ever be
constructed?

“We have to stop the piecemeal approach and engage the ear of the city,” Kinnaird said.

The rowers who love Virginia Key say conflict is inevitable as the city has to find ways to make a
buck on its land. Running the key like a conservancy similar to the one that oversees New York’s
Central Park may be the only solution.

“Otherwise the holistic plan gets ignored and the city keeps going pell mell with these ideas that
don’t make any sense,” McLean said. “We are tired of fighting them off.”

  COMMENTS  
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A RESOLUTION OF THE VIRGINIA KEY ADVISORY BOARD (“BOARD”)
REQUESTING THE CITY COMMISSION TO ESTABLISH AS A 2019 LEGISLATIVE
PRIORITY AMENDING SECTION 327.4108, FLORIDA STATUTES, DESIGNATING
THE WATERS OF THE COMMODORE RALPH MUNROE MIAMI MARINE
STADIUM BASIN (“MARINE STADIUM BASIN”) “A LIMITED ANCHORING
AREA” AND WORK JOINTLY WITH THE VIRGINIA KEY ALLIANCE TO
DEVELOP THE AMENDMENT; FURTHER RECOMMENDING THE CITY OF
MIAMI WITHHOLD ENTERING INTO CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS FOR THE
PROPOSED MOORING FIELD OR COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OF THE
PROPOSED MOORING FIELD WHILE A STATUTORY AMENDMENT TO
DESIGNATE THE MARINE STADIUM BASIN AS A “LIMITED ANCHORAGE
AREA” IS BEING PURSUED; REQUESTING THE CITY COMMISSION DIRECT
THE CITY STAFF TO INVESTIGATE ALL AVAILABLE METHODS FOR
ADDRESSING THE ANCHORING OF VESSELS, REMOVAL OF DERELICT
VESSELS, VESSELS “AT RISK” OF BECOMING DERELICT, AND ENFORCEMENT
OF THE WATERS OF THE MARINE STADIUM BASIN UNDER CURRENT STATE
AND LOCAL LAWS AS POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES TO CONSTRUCTING A
MOORING FIELD WITHIN THE BASIN; DIRECTING THE BOARD LIAISON TO
FORWARD A COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION TO THE OFFICIALS STATED
HEREIN.

WHEREAS, City of Miami (“City”) and concerned citizens of the City recognize
the need to address the anchoring of vessels, derelict vessels, and other possible violations
of  Chapter  327,  Florida  Statutes,  entitled  “Vessel  Safety,”  within  the  waters  of  the
Commodore Ralph Munroe Miami Marine Stadium Basin (“Marine Stadium Basin”); and

WHEREAS, City staff is currently proposing a forty-five (45) vessel mooring field
(“mooring field”) be located in the central portion of the Marine Stadium Basin as the
primary means of regulating vessel usage and anchoring within the Marine Stadium Basin;
and

WHEREAS, many concerned citizens of the City—including members of the
“Virginia Key Alliance” which speaks for nearly seven hundred (700) active and passive
water sports users of the Marine Stadium Basin—have enjoyed a long history of
recreational use of the Marine Stadium Basin and believe the location and design of the
proposed mooring field will significantly interfere or prohibit their continued use of the
Marine Stadium Basin; and



WHEREAS, on November 28, 2017, the Board supported the nomination of the
Commodore Ralph Munroe Miami Marine Stadium (“Miami Marine Stadium”) to be listed
in the National Register of Historic Places; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. HEPB-2008-56, the City after the City’s
Historic and Environmental Preservation Board (HEPB) locally designated the Miami
Marine Stadium, including the Marine Stadium Basin, as a historic property; and

WHEREAS, HEPB’s local historic designation of the Miami Marine Stadium and
the nomination of the Miami Marine Stadium to the National Register of Historic Places
did not include or consider a mooring field within the Marine Stadium Basin; and

WHEREAS, existing laws in Chapter 327, Florida Statutes, and local laws may
provide an alternative method for addressing anchoring, derelict vessels, vessels “at risk"
of becoming derelict, and other possible undesirable violations of State law within the
Marine Stadium Basin in lieu of a mooring field;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE VIRGINIA KEY ADVISORY
BOARD OF THE CITY OF MIAMI, FLORIDA:

Section 1. The recitals and findings contained in the Preamble to the
Resolution are adopted by reference and incorporated as if fully set forth in this Section.

Section  2.  The  Board  recommends  the  City  establish  as  a  legislative  priority
for the 2019 Florida Legislative session amending Section 327.4108, Florida Statutes,
designating the Marine Stadium Basin as a “Limited Anchorage Area” and direct the City
Attorney  and  City  Staff  to  work  jointly  with  members  of  the  “Virginia  Key  Alliance”
citizens’ group on specific text language for such an amendment.

Section 3.  The Board further recommends the City withhold entering into
construction contracts for the proposed mooring field or commencing construction of the
proposed mooring field while a statutory amendment to designate the Marine Stadium
Basin as a “Limited Anchorage Area” is being pursued.

Section 4. The Board requests that the City Commission direct City staff,
including law enforcement personnel, to investigate, research, and implement other legal
methods of addressing unpermitted anchoring, derelict vessels, vessels “at risk” of
becoming derelict, and other violations of State and local law within the Marine Stadium
Basin, including but not limited to, the enactment of vessel exclusion zones, boating
restricted areas, and increased law enforcement presence in the Marine Stadium Basin.



Section 5. The Board Liaison is directed to forward a copy of this Resolution
to the members of the City Commission, Mayor Francis X. Suarez, City Manager Emilio
T. Gonz6lez, City Attomey Victoria }ddndez, City Clerk Todd B. Hannon, and Chief of
Police Jorge Colina.

Section 6. This Resolution shall become effective upon its adoption.

UNANIMOUSLY PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 27TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2018.

JOE RASCO, Chairman
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